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Aiming to place design developments in their broader context, this text describes the history of design from its
emergence as a separate discipline around 1750 to the present. Arranged chronologically, and with colour-coded pages
for ease of reference, the book includes time-lines and designers' biographies, as well as feature spreads on notable
designers and companies. There is also a detailed list of major design museums and collections.
Note from the publisher: The Interactive Resource Center is an online learning environment where instructors and
students can access the tools they need to make efficient use of their time, while reinforcing and assessing their
understanding of key concepts for successful understanding of the course. An access card with redemption code for the
online Interactive Resource Center is included with all new, print copies or can be purchased separately. (***If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code - ISBN: 9781118922248). The online Interactive Resource Center contains resources tied
to the book, such as: Interactive Resources: Flashcards featuring images from book for image identification self-study
Self-test assessment by chapter Image Gallery featuring key designers and their work Downloadable Resources: Indices
of key terms and people ***Winner of the First-Ever QED (Quality, Excellence, Design) award by Digital Book World***
This is the unrivaled, comprehensive, and award-winning reference tool on graphic design recognized for publishing
excellence by the Association of American Publishers. Now, this Fifth Edition of Meggs' History of Graphic Design offers
even more detail and breadth of content than its heralded predecessors, revealing a saga of creative innovators,
breakthrough technologies, and important developments responsible for paving the historic paths that define the graphic
design experience. In addition to classic topics such as the invention of writing and alphabets, the origins of printing and
typography, and postmodern design, this new Fifth Edition presents new information on current trends and technologies
sweeping the graphic design landscape—such as the web, multimedia, interactive design, and private presses, thus
adding new layers of depth to an already rich resource. With more than 1,400 high-quality images throughout—many new
or newly updated—Meggs' History of Graphic Design, Fifth Edition provides a wealth of visual markers for inspiration and
emulation. For professionals, students, and everyone who works with or loves the world of graphic design, this landmark
text will quickly become an invaluable guide that they will turn to again and again.
A collection of essays defining the history of graphic design. Nearly 70ritical essays by leading writers explore and define
the unique moments,ersonages and events that shaped the course of graphic design from itsarliest beginnings at the turn
of the 20th century to the present. Culledrom obscure sources, the writings should provide valuable information andnsight
for students, teachers, scholars, and practitioners of design.
"Applied art and design have shaped culture and the economy in Finland since the late 19th century. In this process they
have become an integral aspect of the identity and international image of the country. This book outlines the evolution of
design in Finland from the founding stages of the 1870s to the beginning of the 21st century. It focuses on its main
underlying factors -- industries, training and education, culture, designers and products. Design has operated in the
tension between art and industry, and continues to do so, belonging to both but never exclusively to either
one."--Publisher's description.
This is a new release of the original 1959 edition.
Graphic Design Theory is organized in three sections: "Creating the Field" traces the evolution of graphic design over the
course of the early 1900s, including influential avant-garde ideas of futurism, constructivism, and the Bauhaus; "Building
on Success" covers the mid- to late twentieth century and considers the International Style, modernism, and
postmodernism; and "Mapping the Future" opens at the end of the last century and includes current discussions on
legibility, social responsibility, and new media. Striking color images illustrate each of the movements discussed and
demonstrate the ongoing relationship between theory and practice. A brief commentary prefaces each text, providing a
cultural and historical framework through which the work can be evaluated. Authors include such influential designers as
Herbert Bayer, L'szlo Moholy-Nagy, Karl Gerstner, Katherine McCoy, Michael Rock, Lev Manovich, Ellen Lupton, and
Lorraine Wild. Additional features include a timeline, glossary, and bibliography for further reading. A must-have survey
for graduate and undergraduate courses in design history, theory, and contemporary issues, Graphic Design Theory
invites designers and interested readers of all levels to plunge into the world of design discourse.
The Story of Graphic Design is narrative history at its best. In it, historian and designer Patrick Cramsie tells us how, over
the course of centuries, the Western world has deployed the written word to communicate ideas---first in manuscripts and
books, and then in increasingly proliferating forms: maps, advertisements, newspapers, posters, and now computer
screens. This is above all a story of creative achievement: from the anonymous letterer of Trajan's Column in ancient
Rome to Paul Rand, master of the corporate logo, the designers who have shaped the way we experience the written
word come alive in these pages. Cramsie's readable and comprehensive text is accompanied by hundreds of wellchosen illustrations -Covers a wide range of graphic design including film, magazines and posters. Also cover techniques used such as
airbrushing and computer generated images
A new edition of a seminalbook on the history of graphicdesign in the twentieth centuryby one of the leadingauthorities in
the field.
Describes the developments in book design and typography through profiles of notable printers, artists, and styles such
as the Elseviers, William Morris, Swiss typography, Irma Boom, and Joost Grootens.
Alvin Lustig was modern before it was cool. But there has never been a monograph devoted to his work—until now. A
genius best known for his book covers and interior design, his theories on design education were precursors to the
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curricula of some of the most renowned design schools today. Lustig lent his imaginative vision and talent to a wide
range of legendary projects, from the groundbreaking architecture of 1940s Los Angeles to magazine covers that have
become collector's items. Spanning the breadth of Lustig's tragically brief but prolific career, Born Modern is a must-have
for any student or practitioner of design, as well as anyone interested in the history of American visual culture.
From the man who brought you the layout of John Berger's 'Ways of Seeing' comes a comprehensive selection of
writings covering over 40 years of reflection on graphic design history, from interviews, essays, letters and articles to
lectures and course outlines. Designed by Richard Hollis himself and densely illustrated with over 500 thumbnail images,
'About Graphic Design' charts the insatiable curiosity and methodological rigour of the renowned graphic designer,
graphic design theorist and historian.
This book serves as an introduction to the key elements of good design.Broken into sections covering the fundamental
elements of design, key works by acclaimed designers serve to illustrate technical points and encourage readers to try
out new ideas. Themes covered include narrative, colour, illusion, ornament, simplicity, and wit and humour.The result is
an instantly accessible and easy to understand guide to graphic design using professional techniques.
Providing an essential grounding for both students and professionals, this text takes readers through every aspect of
typography, from the history of language and writing systems to the invention of moveable type and the evolution of the
digital systems of today.
Published to instant acclaim in 2005, our best selling How to Be a Graphic Designer without Losing Your Soul has
become a trusted resource for graphic designers around the world, combining practical advice with philosophical
guidance to help young professionals embark on their careers. This new, expanded edition brings this essential text up to
date with new chapters on professional skills, the creative process, and global trends that include social responsibility,
ethics, and the rise of digital culture. How to Be a Graphic Designer offers clear, concise guidance along with focused, nononsense strategies for setting up, running, and promoting a studio; finding work; and collaborating with clients. The book
also includes inspiring new interviews with leading designers, including Jonathan Barnbrook, Sara De Bondt, Stephen
Doyle, Ben Drury, Paul Sahre, Dmitri Siegel, Sophie Thomas, and Magnus Vol Mathiassen
Graphic Design: Learn It, Do It is introduction to the fundamentals of graphic design and the Adobe Creative Cloud
applications used to put these concepts into practice. This book is intended for production-oriented audiences, those
interested in the what, why and how of graphic design. The "what" is effective graphic design, a visual solution created
using the design principles that stands out in a crowded marketplace. This discussion includes color theory, typography
and page layout. Focus on the "why" of design begins with the reasons why we communicate. Attention is paid to the
purpose of the visual solution and to its audiences. The conversation highlights output options (print vs. onscreen) and
their related file properties. The "how" of design addresses the stages of production and use of Adobe Photoshop CC,
Illustrator CC and InDesign CC to translate an idea into a visual solution. Following an overview of each application and
its uses, step-by-step exercises are provided to foster familiarity with each application’s workspace and its tools. These
exercises provide opportunities to implement the design principles and to produce examples of work for a design
portfolio. Key Features: Content based on over a decade’s worth of experience teaching graphic design Contemporary
examples and online references Guided exercises for working in the Adobe Creative Cloud applications, Photoshop CC,
Illustrator CC and InDesign CC Accompanying exercise files and supporting materials available for download from the
book’s companion website Discussion questions and activities included at the end of chapters to expand the presented
topics
Twenty years in print, The Thames & Hudson Dictionary of Graphic Design and Designers contains around 750 entries
offering detailed information on every important graphic designer, movement, agency, practice and publication from 1840
up to the present day. The dictionary gives clear and accessible definitions, from technical minutiae of typography to
computer-aided design and printing. Cross-references make navigating between entries simple. The endmatter contains
a handy bibliography of key texts and recommended reading, as well as a timeline that puts the most influential
individuals, developments and movements in chronological order. This third edition contains over 200 new, updated or
expanded entries (as well as 45 new illustrations, 22 in colour) on the latest designers, terms and influences; content that
ranges from Adobe InDesign to Manga, and from Chip Kidd to Marian Bantjes. Redesigned and re-typeset throughout,
the book remains an indispensable reference tool to all students and practitioners of graphic design.
Originally published: London: Laurence King Pub., 2006.
Complete coverage of basic design principles illustrated by student examples Design for Communication offers a unique
approach to mastering the basic design principles, conceptual problem-solving methods, and critical-thinking skills that
distinguish graphic designers from desktop technicians. This book presents forty-two basic to advanced graphic design
and typography assignments collaboratively written by college educators to teach the fundamental processes, concepts,
and techniques through hands-on applications. Each assignment is illustrated with actual student solutions, and each
includes a process narrative and an educator's critical analysis revealing the reasoning behind the creative strategies
employed by each individual student solution. Assignments are organized from basic to advanced within six sections: *
The elements and principles of design * Typography as image * Creative word play * Word and image * Grid and visual
hierarchy * Visual advocacy Design for Communication is a highly visual resource of instruction, information, ideas, and
inspiration for students and professionals.
Looks at the social and cultural aspects of graphic design from prehistory to the present day.
Graphic DesignA Concise History
"More than just a nice-to-look-at, easy-to-flip-through book...Pricken has loftier goals—namely, to transform readers into
top creatives by introducing them to a variety of techniques and ideas."—Adweek
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Don't simply show your data—tell a story with it! Storytelling with Data teaches you the fundamentals of data visualization
and how to communicate effectively with data. You'll discover the power of storytelling and the way to make data a
pivotal point in your story. The lessons in this illuminative text are grounded in theory, but made accessible through
numerous real-world examples—ready for immediate application to your next graph or presentation. Storytelling is not an
inherent skill, especially when it comes to data visualization, and the tools at our disposal don't make it any easier. This
book demonstrates how to go beyond conventional tools to reach the root of your data, and how to use your data to
create an engaging, informative, compelling story. Specifically, you'll learn how to: Understand the importance of context
and audience Determine the appropriate type of graph for your situation Recognize and eliminate the clutter clouding
your information Direct your audience's attention to the most important parts of your data Think like a designer and utilize
concepts of design in data visualization Leverage the power of storytelling to help your message resonate with your
audience Together, the lessons in this book will help you turn your data into high impact visual stories that stick with your
audience. Rid your world of ineffective graphs, one exploding 3D pie chart at a time. There is a story in your
data—Storytelling with Data will give you the skills and power to tell it!
A toolkit for visual literacy in the 21st century A New Program for Graphic Design is the first communication-design
textbook expressly of and for the 21st century. Three courses--Typography, Gestalt and Interface--provide the foundation
of this book. Through a series of in-depth historical case studies (from Benjamin Franklin to the Macintosh computer) and
assignments that progressively build in complexity, A New Program for Graphic Design serves as a practical guide both
for designers and for undergraduate students coming from a range of other disciplines. Synthesizing the pragmatic with
the experimental, and drawing on the work of Max Bill, György Kepes, Bruno Munari and Stewart Brand (among many
others), it builds upon mid- to late-20th-century pedagogical models to convey contemporary design principles in an
understandable form for students of all levels--treating graphic design as a liberal art that informs the dissemination of
knowledge across all disciplines. For those seeking to understand and shape our increasingly networked world of
information, this guide to visual literacy is an indispensable tool. David Reinfurt (born 1971), a graphic designer, writer
and educator, reestablished the Typography Studio at Princeton University and introduced the study of graphic design.
Previously, he held positions at Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Rhode
Island School of Design and Yale University School of Art. As a cofounder of O-R-G inc. (2000), Dexter Sinister (2006)
and the Serving Library (2012), Reinfurt has been involved in several studios that have reimagined graphic design,
publishing and archiving in the 21st century. He was the lead designer for the New York City MTA Metrocard vending
machine interface, still in use today. His work is included in the collections of the Walker Art Center, Whitney Museum of
American Art, Cooper Hewitt National Design Museum and the Museum of Modern Art. He is the co-author of Muriel
Cooper (MIT Press, 2017), a book about the pioneering designer.
This book is practical and immediate, without being condescending or overly technical. It is like having a graphic design mentor who will help
you come up with ideas, develop your concepts, and implement them in a way that is engaging and humorous. It gives readers the
experience and ability that normally comes from years of on-the-job training. All of the essential techniques of graphic design and its digital
implementation are covered. Read this book and gain 25 years of experience in how to think like a creative, act like a businessman and
design like a god. This book is designed like a notebook, with all the authors' tips and knowledge already inside. However, it also includes
blank pages that allow the user to personalize this reference book with specific notes that are relevant to his or her studio, suppliers or clients.
"An understanding of design history ... explains who we are and sets contemporary work in an expansive and broad landscape ..." Book
cover.
Studies the artists and movements that have shaped and influenced the development of poster design during a one-hundred-year period
An abundantly illustrated overview of modern design across continents and cultures, highlighting key movements and design traditions.
Graphic Design, Referenced is a visual and informational guide to the most commonly referenced terms, historical moments, landmark
projects, and influential practitioners in the field of graphic design. With more than 2,000 design projects illustrating more than 400 entries, it
provides an intense overview of the varied elements that make up the graphic design profession through a unique set of chapters:
“principles" defines the very basic foundation of what constitutes graphic design to establish the language, terms, and concepts that govern
what we do and how we do it, covering layout, typography, and printing terms; “knowledge" explores the most influential sources through
which we learn about graphic design from the educational institutions we attend to the magazines and books we read; “representatives"
gathers the designers who over the years have proven the most prominent or have steered the course of graphic design in one way or
another; and “practice" highlights some of the most iconic work produced that not only serve as examples of best practices, but also illustrate
its potential lasting legacy. Graphic Design, Referenced serves as a comprehensive source of information and inspiration by documenting
and chronicling the scope of contemporary graphic design, stemming from the middle of the twentieth century to today.
Type and Image The Language of Graphic Design Philip B. Meggs What is the essence of graphic design? How do graphic designers solve
problems, organize space, and imbue their work with those visual and symbolic qualities that enable it to convey visual and verbal information
with expression and clarity? The extraordinary flowering of graphic design in our time, as a potent means for communication and a major
component of our visual culture, increases the need for designers, clients, and students to comprehend its nature. In this lively and lavishly
illustrated book, the author reveals the very essence of graphic design. The elements that combine to form a design— sings, symbols, words,
pictures, and supporting forms—are analyzed and explained. Graphic design’s ability to function as language, and the innovative ways that
designers combine words and pictures, are discussed. While all visual arts share common spatial properties, the author demonstrates that
graphic space has unique characteristics that are determined by its communicative function. Graphic designs can have visual and symbolic
properties which empower them to communicate with deep expression and meaning. The author defines this property as graphic resonance
and explains how it occurs. After defining design as a problem-solving process, a model for this process is developed and illustrated by an indepth analysis of actual case histories. This book will provide insight and inspiration for everyone who is interested or involved in graphic
communications. While most materials about form and meaning in design have a European origin, this volume is based on the dynamic and
expressive graphic design of America. The reader will find inspiration, hundreds of exciting examples by many of America’s outstanding
graphic designers, and keen insights in Type and Image.
The Graphic Design Reference & Specification Book should always be next to a designer's computer. Completely practical with only the most
needed information, this valuable book provides designers with all the little details that can make or break a design, such as how much space
to leave in the gutter when designing barrel folds, how to layout a template for a box, and the ratios of each part, as well as metric conversion
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charts, standard envelope sizes in the USA, Europe, Canada and Asia, and much more. This hardworking handbook is compact and
accessible and is a must-have for any graphic designer.
With the international take-up of new technology in the 1990s, designers and typographers reassessed their roles and jettisoned existing
rules in an explosion of creativity in graphic design. This book tells that story in detail, defining and illustrating key developments and themes
from 1980-2000.
For the third edition of Graphic DesignStephen Eskilson has, with the aid of 540 new and existing images, updated key parts of the book.
Most notably he has expanded the introduction to begin with the origins of writing and added a new chapter 11 that investigates current
trends in digital design. Organized chronologically, the book traces the impact of politics, economics, war, nationalism, colonialism, gender
and art on graphic designers working in print and film and with the latest web, multimedia and emerging digital technologies.
Now in its second edition, this wide-ranging, seminal text offers an accessible account of the history of graphic design from the nineteenth
century to the present day. Organized chronologically, the book makes an important critical contribution to the subject by presenting graphic
design and typography as deeply embedded in the fabric of society in every era. This distinctive approach enables Stephen Eskilson to
discuss the evolution of graphic design in light of prevailing political, social, military and economic conditions, as well as nationalism and
gender. After surveying typography from Gutenburg to Bodoni, he traces the impact of the Industrial Revolution and the influence of Art
Nouveau and the Arts and Craft movements on the graphic arts. In the richly contextualised chapters that follow, he chronicles the history of
the early twentieth-century modernist design styles, the wartime politicization of American and Soviet regional styles, the Bauhaus, the rise of
the International Style in the 1950s1960s, and the post-modern movement of the 1970s1980s right through to the challenges facing the
worlds designers today. This second edition has been carefully reviewed and updated to best reflect contemporary scholarship. In addition to
75 new colour images, there is a revised final chapter that includes an up-to-date survey of the wealth of aesthetic, conceptual and technical
developments in graphic design over the last few years.
This book will help librarians complete graphic design projects with creativity and skill. Written specifically for librarians, it starts with the
basics of design and builds on those skills. It is a guide that is relevant to those just learning to create designs and those who have been
creating visuals for many years.
Computer technology has completely revolutionized the work of graphic designers, printers, and print production professionals. To keep pace
with these far-reaching changes, Production for Graphic Designers is set firmly in the digital age. This revised fourth edition embraces all the
new and emerging technologies in graphics and print production, comprehensibly explaining the prepress and printing processes from
traditional letterpress to the latest on-press CtP (computer-to-plate) digital offset and on-demand colour printing. It also covers new workflows
and spells out the many acronyms encountered by today's designers. As well as covering print, it provides an authoritative guide to working in
digital media, particularly the internet. There are also additional feature spreads on key graphic designers Bruce Mau, Paul Rand, Chris Ware
and Pentagram.
Presents more than fifty texts, familiar and rare, about the history, aesthetics, and practice of type design and typography. Includes essays by
such leading type masters as Frederic W. Goudy, Hermann Zapf, and Paul Rand. [back cover].
From its roots in the development of printing, graphic design has evolved as a means of identification, information, and promotion to become
a profession and discipline in its own right. This authoritative documentary history begins with the poster and goes on to chart the
development of word and image in brochures and magazines, advertising, corporate identity, television, and electronic media, and the impact
of technical innovations such as photography and the computer. For the revised edition, a new final chapter covers all the recent international
developments in graphic design, including the role of the computer and the Internet in design innovation and globalization. In the last years of
the twentieth century, at a time when "designer products" and the use of logos grew in importance, the role of graphic designers became
more complex, subversive, and sometimes more politicalwitness Oliviero Toscani's notorious advertisements for Benetton. Digital technology
cleared the way for an astonishing proliferation of new typefaces, and words began to take second place to typography in a whole range of
magazines and books as designers asserted the primacy of their medium. Designers and companies discussed here include Neville Brody,
David Carson, Design Writing Research, Edward Fella, Tibor Kalman, Jeffery Keedy, LettError, Pierre di Sciullo, Tomato, Gerard Unger,
Cornel Windlin, and a host of others. Over 800 illustrations, 30 in color.
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